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The notion of continuity for continuous-time information sources which was 
introduced by Pinsker has found numerous applications in information theory. 
Continuity in probability is an important concept in the theory of continuous- 
time stochastic processes. It is shown that these two forms of continuity are 
equivalent for stationary processes whose state space is a separable metric space. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Of the many notions of continuity for stochastic processes, the one which has 
clearly been the most important for applications to the information theory of 
continuous-time sources is the notion of continuity in the sense of Pinsker 
[8, p. 701. This notion of continuity has played an essential role in establishing 
information stability of certain sources [6, 81 and in proving the theorem on 
source coding subject to a fidelity criterion [1, 91. In particular, Berger [l] has 
shown that stationarity, weak mixing, and continuity in the sense of Pinsker are 
sufficient conditions for the source coding theorem and Marton [6] has established 
the information stability of stationary ergodic sources which are continuous in 
the sense of Pinsker. Pursley and Gray [9] recently applied the discrete-time 
stationary source coding theorem to prove the source coding theorem for 
stationary, ergodic, continuous-time sources which are continuous in the sense 
of Pinsker. 
On the other hand, the notion of continuity in probability [4, 5,7] is extremely 
useful whenever the state space of the process is a metric space. For example, 
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if this metric space is compact, continuity in probability is known to imply the 
existence of a separable measurable modification [3-5,7]. If the stochastic 
process is a stationary second-order process, then continuity in probability 
implies separability of the Hilbert space generated by the process [10, p. 1541 and 
it guarantees the existence of a decomposition of the process into ergodic 
components [lo, p. 1731. The importance of the separability of the Hilbert space 
generated by the process is discussed in [2] and the references cited therein. 
Because of the usefulness of both of these forms of continuity, it is of interest 
to investigate the relationship between them. 
2. CONTINUOUS-TIME INFORMATION SOURCES 
A continuous-time information source with state space (A, , C&J is a probability 
space (A, 0?, p) with A = Af and 021 a,,*, where A,-,g is the set of all A,-valued 
functions defined on the real line L% and @,a@ is the u-field generated by its 
Bore1 cylinder sets. The source output process {Yt 1 t E 9?} is a stochastic process 
of the function space type defined on (A, cll, CL); that is, Y,(E) = t(t) for each 
t E 9? and each 4 E A. It follows that Y, is a measurable mapping from (A, 0l) 
into (A,, , G&-J. Consider the family (T7 ) 7 E W} of shift transformations 
T+: A -+ A defined by (R$)(t) = [(r + T) for each t E W. In other words, 
Yt(T76) = Y,+,(O. Th e source (A, 0?, t.~) is stationary if, for each 7 E 9, 
T%! C 0! and p(E) = p(TrE) f or each E E a. A set E E 02 is r-invariant if 
&?Z d T+E) = 0, where E A F denotes the symmetric difference (E n Fc) u 
(F n EC), and E E 02 is invariant if it is r-invariant for each T E 9’. A stationary 
source (A, @, p) is ergodic (T-ergodic) if each invariant (T-invariant) set E 
satisfies p(E) E (0, I}. The source is continuous in the sense of Pinsker if for each 
EEfland each sE9 
1% ,u( T-SE d T-tE) = 0. (1) 
Of course, if the source is stationary, (1) holds for all s E W if and only if it holds 
for s = 0. Note that all of these properties are defined without reference to the 
process (Yt 1 t E W>; however, the flow {TT 17 E 9) plays an important role. 
On the other hand, suppose (Q, 9,P) is a complete probability space and 
{X, 1 t E W} is a stochastic process on (Sz, 9, P) with state space (A,, , @,,) where 
A,, is a metric space with metric p. The process is continuous in probability if 
for each E > 0 and each s E 9, 
It is common in the information theory literature that the source is modeled 
as the first canonical process (A, d, F;, {Yt 1 t E W}) [7, p. 531 associated with the 
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process (Q, 9, P, {Xf 1 t E %‘}); that is, d = G&R and p is the measure induced 
on (A, a) by the mapping f: 52 -+ A which maps w into X(., w), where X(t, w) 
is alternative notation for X,(w). Clearly, continuity in probability of the process 
(Q, F’, p, I& I t E g’>> is equivalent to continuity in probability of its first 
canonical process (A, @, p, { Yt 1 t E g}), and continuity in probability is a 
property of the two-dimensional distributions of the process. The latter feature 
is important since these distributions often represent the extent of our knowledge 
about a physical process. 
3. CONTINUITY OF STATIONARY INFORMATION SOURCES 
In this section we investigate the relationship between the two notions of 
continuity discussed in the preceding sections. We restrict attention to stationary 
sources and processes, and we require that the state space (A, , @,) be a separable 
metric space (with metric p) together with its Bore1 a. field Q!,, . 
THEOREM. Theprocess (A, @, fi, (Yt 1 t ES?}) is continuous inprobability if and 
only if (A, 0, p) is continuous in the sense of Pimker. 
Proof. First suppose that (A, a, p) is continuous in the sense of Pinsker. Let 
E > 0 be arbitrary. Since A,, is a separable metric space, there is a countable, 
disjoint, Borel-measurable partition (B, 1 n = 1, 2, 3 **a} of A,, such that the 
diameter of B, is less than E. Ifs E W and t E 9, 
But, by definition of the symmetric difference of two sets, 
G’s E B, , Yt I &J C iys E Bn) d P’t E %I. 
Consequently if we let 7 = s - t then we can write 
P(Wa 3 Yd > 4) d ntl PWs E &,I LI W’s E B,J). (2) 
Next we note that continuity in the sense of Pinsker implies 
lii ji((YII E: BJ d CF{Y, E B,}) = 0 
for each n. This is not enough to conclude that lim,,, p({p( Y, , Y,) > E>) = 0, 
however. In order to demonstrate a sequence {c,,) that dominates the terms of 
the sum in (2) we write 
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It follows that (since C,“=, c, < co) 
Next we suppose the process (A, d, p, (Yt 1 t E a}) is continuous in probability. 
Let H be the class of all E E d for which 
lii fi(E A T7E) = 0. 
We will show that X is a u-field of subsets of A and that each Yt is S-measurable 
Since @ is the smallest such u-field this implies d = .z?. We first note that 
A~ZandifE~&‘thenEC~XsinceEcAT+EC=EATrEforeach~~W. 
Itis seen that if E and F are in .z? and H = E n F then 
lii jz(H A PH) < $n[~(E A TTE) + F(F A PF)] = 0, 
which implies H ES’?. From this, it is easy to show that if E,, E.Z? for 
n = 1,2,..., iV then n” ,+r E,, E &‘. Consequently, if E,, E 2 for n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
we can write E = u,“_, E, as a dkjoint union E = UzslF,, such that each F,, 
is in S’ (let F, = E, n (n,“=;’ EiC); we have already proved F, E 2). It follows 
that 
P(E A T7E) < f p(Fn A TTF,,) 
n-1 
for each T E 9. Since p(Fn A PF,J < 2p(F,J, it follows that 
liiv $(E A T’E) < 2 lii $(Fn A TTF,,) = 0, 
W-4 
which implies E E .#‘. This completes the proof that .%’ is a u-field. 
We next show that Yt is X-measurable for each t E 9. It suffices to show 
(~EAI Y,,(QEB)E&’ for th e open ball B = (X E A, 1 p(x, a) < E} of radius 
B centered at a, where a E A,, and l > 0 are arbitrary. That is, it suffices to show 
tz P(W’o > 4 -==E 4 A b(Y~ > a> -=c 43 = 0 (3) 
for arbitrary a E A, and arbitrary E > 0, where (p(Y, , a) < e} is shorthand for 
{E E A 1 p(Y,(f), a) < e}. First we note that 
P(W’o 3 a> < 4 A MY, > 4 < 4) 
= iwyo 3 a) < % P(Y, , a) 2 4) + P(bCE: 3 a) < E, P(Yo > 4 2 4) 
and, because the process is stationary, (3) follows from 
‘7-F P(k4Yo,4 -=z 6% P(Y, > a> 2 4) = 0. (4) 
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To establish (4) we let N, be the integer part of e-1 and note that 
6 - (n + 1)-l, p( y, , a) 3 4). 
n-N, 
(5) 
Since 
al, = p({e - n-1 d p(Y, , a) < E - (n + 1)-l}) 
is an upper bound to the nth term of the series in (5) and since 
2 wi GPi({f(Yo,4 <a < 1, 
“EN< 
we conclude 
e-n-lep(Y,,u)<e-(n+l)-l,p(Y,,u)~eE)). (6) 
But the right-hand side of (6) is 0 since 
;i p({p(yo ,a) < E - (8 + 1)-l, f(Y, , 4 2 e>) 
G ;i c;(Wo 9 Y7) > (n + 1)-Y) 
and since the process is continuous in probability. This establishes (4) and 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. The theorem establishes that continuity in the sense of Pinsker is 
a property of the two-dimensional distributions of the process, a result which is 
perhaps surprising in view of the definition of this form of continuity. 
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